EXHIBITING AT TMS2017: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

The Exhibit Hall is open February 27–March 1, 2017

For a full list of booth and pricing options, visit www.tms.org/TMS2017Exhibit

The TMS 2017 Annual Meeting & Exhibition (TMS2017) has already received a record number of abstracts—more than 4,600—and is shaping up to be one of the biggest TMS annual meetings yet.

In 2017, the Exhibit Hall returns to the San Diego Convention Center. Special features of the exhibition include:

- Close proximity to key technical programming and events, with session breaks scheduled in the Exhibit Hall for both attendees and exhibitors
- Complimentary Wi-Fi, enabling you to stay in touch with the office while in the Exhibit Hall
- A fully carpeted Exhibit Hall, saving companies the expense of purchasing carpet for their booth space
- The highly popular TMS Bladesmithing Competition, sure to draw significant foot traffic to the Exhibit Hall

Reach the world in one location: TMS2017 welcomes two co-located international meetings, the 3rd Pan American Materials Congress and Energy Materials 2017, co-sponsored by the Chinese Society for Metals. Given the high interest in these meetings, attendance outside of North America is expected to exceed 50%.

Book early to get more exposure: Exhibitors who book with us will be listed on the TMS2017 website as they are confirmed. On average, we receive more than 10,000 visitors per month to the annual meeting homepage.

Connect with attendees after the meeting: Your company will receive the full and final TMS2017 attendee list for one-time use with opt-in e-mail addresses.

Attend the anchor meeting of the materials community: TMS annual meeting programming spans the entire life cycle of minerals, metals, and materials. View the technical program at www.tms.org/TMS2017 to see how TMS2017 matches your business interests.

Learn more about the TMS2017 Exhibition and how to reserve a booth at: www.tms.org/TMS2017Exhibit

“Exhibit Hall Hours:
Monday, February 27
2:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, February 28
10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 1
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Reserve Your Space Today!
Contact Caron Gavrish,
TMS Sales Specialist
(724) 814–3140
exhibits@tms.org

“The TMS Annual Meeting & Exhibition is a staple for Bloom Engineering’s tradeshow attendance each year. It provides us an excellent opportunity to network and interact with our colleagues throughout the industry. It is simply a ‘can’t miss’ event!”

—Jim Checkeye, Manager, Non-Ferrous Industry Products, Bloom Engineering